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REVA University has been established under the REVA Univer-
sity Act 2012 with the vision to instill awareness, a zeal for 
higher learning and direct curiosity through education.
  
REVA University was conceptualized with a view to enable 
change; a revisualization of the present Indian academic 
scenario. It breathes and practices the ideology of taking 
education to greater heights by touching each learner. The 
Founders of REVA University believe in the adage 'Knowledge 
is Power'. Driven by this power of transforming lives, REVA 
thrives. Creating knowledge societies, building futures and 
imparting education. 

An involvement of this level, that REVA exhibits is comple-
mented and enhanced by its environs, a colossal landscape 
blanketed over 45 acres of land that is a standing testimony to 
inspiring learning and fluid exchange of ideas.

The University prides itself in contributing to every student's 
holistic development. The University currently offers 33 full 
-time Under Graduate Programs, 24 full- time Post Graduate 
programs, 2 part- time Post Graduate programs, several Certifi-
cate/Diploma and Post Graduate Diploma programs in 
Engineering, Architecture, Science and Technology, 
Commerce, Management Studies, Law, Arts & Humanities and 
Performing Arts. Above all, the University facilitates research 
leading to Doctoral Degree in all disciplines. The programs 
offered by REVA University are well planned and designed 
based on  methodical  analysis and research with emphasis on 

knowledge assimilation, practical applications, hands-on 
training, global and industrial relevance and their social 
significance. 

REVA University believes in preparing students through 
Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) and Continuous Assess-
ment and Grading Pattern (CAGP) of education. The CBCS & 
CAGP pattern of education have been introduced in all 
programs to enable students to opt for subjects of their choice 
in addition to the core subjects of study and prepare them with 
required skills. It also provides opportunities for students to 
earn more credits and thereby acquire additional Proficiency 
Certificates and Diplomas. 

Teachers and instructors with illustrious and unparalleled 
experience in their respective academic domains and 
unequalled qualification are the architects of the meticulously 
and conscientiously designed curriculum and program 
modules offered at the University. The faculty renowned for 
their acumen is actively part of ongoing academic dialogue 
globally. They also come with industry involvement and links 
that is translated through their teaching, thus bridging the gap 
between industry and academia.

The ever evolving collection of books, journals and digital 
content in the library and the latest IT infrastructure, ensure 
that students have information at their disposal to explore. 
REVA University is celebrated for its well-equipped laborato-
ries which aid students in their learning and research. The 
custom-built teaching facilities and classrooms, the indoor 
and outdoor sports and cultural facilities, the multi-cuisine 
food court, lung spaces for students to sit with nature and 
campus stores, provide students an encouraging learning 
environment.

REVA UNIVERSITY AT A GLANCE
Teaching Beyond Education…



Letter from the Chancellor 
Redefining Perception

There was a time when survival depended on just the 
realization of physiological needs. We are indeed privileged 
to exist in a time when 'intellectual gratification' has 
become indispensable. Information is easily available for 
the soul that is curious enough to look for it. Technological 
boons enable information availability anywhere, anytime. 
The difference, however, lies between those who look for 
information and those who assimilate knowledge. 

It is deemed virtuous to serve seekers of knowledge and as 
educators it is in the ethos at REVA University to empower 
every learner who chooses to enter our portals. Driven by 
our founding philosophy of 'Knowledge is Power, we 
believe in building a community of perpetual learners by 
enabling them to look beyond their abilities and achieve 
what they assumed impossible. 

India has always been viewed as a brewing pot of varied 
talent, incredible intellect and immense potential. All it 
takes to turn those qualities into power is a spark of oppor-
tunity. Being at a University is an exciting and rewarding 
experience with opportunities to nurture abilities, 
challenge cognizance and gain competence. 

For any University, the secret of excellence lies in the 
transitional abilities of its Faculty members and its Facili-
ties. I'm always in awe of the efforts that our academic 
board puts in to develop the team of subject experts at 
REVA. My teacher colleagues understand our core vision of 
empowering our Future generation to be ethically, morally 
and intellectually strong. They practice the art of teaching 
with a student-centric and transformational approach. The 
excellent infrastructure at the University, both educational 
and extra-curricular. magnificently demonstrates the 
importance of ambience in facilitating focused learning for 
our students. 

A famous British politician and author of the 19th century - 
Benjamin Disraeli, once said 'A University should be a place 
of light, of liberty and of learning'. Centuries later this quote 
still inspires me and join the team of enlightenment and 
shine in your career. I believe, in team-work to build 
successful institutions. I welcome you to REVA University 
where we mould your future with values, wisdom and 
knowledge. 

Dr. P. Shyama Raju
Chancellor, REVA University
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As a young University aiming to be at the pinnacle of transforming education to the youth of today; we believe in instilling in all our 

students a strong culture of Research and Innovation.  This is evidenced in the campus by the drive that the Faculty have towards 

Research and the involvement of students in research activities at an early stage.  Our Innovation Centres are par excellence and 

this strengthens our strong industry-academia back up.  Our pedagogy calls for hands-on experience from the learned while our 

curriculum is multidisciplinary in approach. Extensive laboratory and workshop exposure link students to real world problems and 

situations. The library is equipped to meet the needs of the learners right from internet support to audio-visual services to online 

access to journals.

Coupled with rigour in academics is the exposure to students in various realms of talent through clubs and extracurricular activi-

ties, which builds on the student overall personality.  We believe in creativity and nurturing new ideas has been our milestone in 

the short span of the existence of the University.  All these experiences for a student at REVA University culminate into making 

every student industry-ready, enhancing employability possibilities in the industry.    

The University has collaborated with leading international Universities making it seamless for students to study anywhere in the 

globe apart from gaining a flavour of international education in various disciplines.  Ranked amongst the top-league Universities 

by MHRD, 2018 for Swacchata Rankings and Awards, REVA University has also been in the league in the ranking by Business World, 

Competition and Success and awarded the best Private University by ASSOCHAM and Global Education Forum, 2018. 

The plethora of programmes offered at REVA University give students the option of selecting courses right from Science and 

Technology to Applications and Life Sciences to Legal Studies, Management, Arts and Humanities, Architecture to Performing Arts; 

all of them under one roof.  REVA has one of the finest learning environments with a perfect blend of infrastructure and Digital 

learning to faculty who are interactive and student-friendly.  The strong backing of the Alumni gives the student the sense of 

belonging to the larger community and network of REVA.  Scholarships that encourage merit and make learning affordable along 

with residential facilities that make it secure and sound for you to learn and grow are the other highlights at REVA. 

I welcome you to this young, vibrant University and invite you to become a part of this journey of REVA!  

Dr. S. Y. Kulkarni
Vice Chancellor, REVA University

REVA University has been founded with the vision of affording 
education to students from all walks of life and society who 
aspire to enter the portals of our University to gain the best in 
knowledge. The pillar of our strength at REVA is Innovative 
teaching and learning experiences offered by top quality faculty, 
backed with high quality resources.  At REVA we offer you a 
diverse ambience, interaction and support from top-notch 
faculty, excellent placements and the best in infrastructure 
which makes life at REVA a joy to every student.  We take pride 
in saying that industry has participated at every stage of the 
curriculum developed for the University making the curriculum 
industry focused and skill based.  

Vice Chancellor’s message





School of Civil Engineering 
The School of Civil Engineering offers Under Graduate, Post Graduate and Ph. D. 
programs. The program emphasizes on all the core areas of Civil Engineering like 
Design of Structures, Buildings, Bridges, Dams & other infrastructure, Pollution 
Control, Waste Management. The School offers Post Graduate Diploma in Entrepre-
neurship and Construction Management and Diploma in Plumbing and Irrigation 
Systems. All the programs are embedded with Industry Internship and Computer 
based Models & Analysis. The School offers B. Tech in Civil Engineering, M. Tech in 
Computer Aided Structural Engineering and M. Tech in Transportation Engineering 
and Management. The Ph. D Program is offered with an objective of producing 
quality research output in the cutting-edge technologies of Civil Engineering. The 
school also undertakes funded projects and consultancy activities.

School of Computing & Information Technology
The School of Computing & Information Technology provides insight into 
leading-edge techniques for analysis, design and implementation of complex 
software systems. It aims at supplying industry-ready graduates. The School offers B. 
Tech in Computer Science and Engineering, B. Tech in Computer Science and 
Information Technology, M. Tech in Computer Science and Engineering and M. Tech 
in Data Engineering and Cloud Computing. It also facilitates research leading to Ph. D. 
in Computing & Information Technology and undertakes funded projects.  

School of Electrical & Electronics Engineering
The School of Electrical & Electronics Engineering (EEE) offers programs in Electri-
cal, Electronics and Computer domains and provides a wide range of fundamental 
scientific knowledge relevant to Electrical sciences. At the School of EEE, young 
intellects are trained thoroughly in the domains of Electric Machines, Power and 
Energy Systems, Smart grid, SCADA, Power Electronics, Power quality, Control 
Engineering, Conservation of Renewable Energy, Computer Control of Power System, 
Energy and other allied fields. The School offers B. Tech in Electrical & Electronics 
Engineering, B. Tech in Electrical and Computer Engineering, M. Tech in Power 
Electronics and M. Tech in Power & Energy Systems. The School also provides Ph. D. 
programs in the field of Power electronics, Power and Energy systems, integration of 
Renewable Energy Systems into grid, Automation, Electric Vehicle, Energy Storage 
Systems, Energy Conservation, Power Quality, Artificial Intelligence in Power 
System, etc., through the state-of-the-art research facilities.

School of Electronics & Communication Engineering
The Programs of the School of Electronics & Communication Engineering are 
designed to focus on technology that underpins Signal Processing, Network Technol-
ogy, Data Communication, Smart Systems design, Embedded System and IoT, etc. 
with special emphasis on research and development. The School offers B. Tech in 
Electronics and Communication Engineering, B. Tech in Electronics and Computer 
Engineering, M. Tech in VLSI and Embedded Systems and M. Tech in Digital Commu-
nication & Networking. The School is engaged in research leading to Ph. D. in 
Electronics & Communication Engineering and undertakes funded research projects. 

School of Mechanical Engineering 
The Programs of the School of Mechanical Engineering are focused on the manage-
ment of resources, design and development of new processes and innovative 
products. The School offers B. Tech in Mechanical Engineering and M. Tech in 
Machine Design. The School is also engaged in research leading to Ph. D. It also 
undertakes funded projects and consultancy activities. The School is proactive with 
innovative work and is in a constant pursuit to achieve novelty in design, structure 
and mechanism.  The School’s “Centre of Excellence” is a training ground for students 
to directly interact with automotive getting hands on exposure of the same.

Faculty and Schools
Experience Learning at REVA University.





School of Architecture
The School of Architecture, recognized by Council of Architecture (COA), is supported 
by DivyaSree Developers who have nearly four decades of rich experience in Archi-
tecture, Construction and Infrastructure development, presently offers B. Arch 
program of five years and the School aims to establish a Center of Excellence for 
Architectural education. It facilitates multidisciplinary research to deal with the 
complexities of human settlements as a whole. The School has developed a network 
of top architects and designers and has involved them in teaching and guiding. It has 
a vision to train learners who should be sensitive towards pain, plight, pleasure, 
happiness, comfort, leisure, aspirations, and expectations of people and responsive 
towards nature, environment, society and nation, coupled with ethics and human 
values.

School of Legal Studies 

The School of Legal Studies is recognized by the Bar Council of India (BCI). The School 
offers Under Graduate programs with an objective of preparing Law graduates with a 
sound understanding of the foundations of legal knowledge. The School offers B.A., 
B.A., LL. B (Hons.), B.B.A., LL. B (Hons.) of five years (10 semesters) duration, LL.M. in 
Business and Corporate Law, a one year program and undertakes consultancy 
projects. Equipped with excellent infrastructure including Moot Court, Counseling 
Cell, fully air conditioned library with variety of print and online resources, the school 
aims at advancement and dissemination of knowledge of law and legal processes in 
the context of national development. The school in addition to its well experienced 
qualified law faculty members, invites regularly practicing lawyers and legal 
luminaries as adjunct faculty and guest faculty member to facilitate practical 
exposures on latest judgments.  

School of Commerce 

Commerce is one of the most sought after academic program at the Under Graduate, 
Post Graduate and research level. The School of Commerce offers Bachelor of 
Commerce (B.Com- Industry Integrated), B. Com (Hons.) and B. Com (Capital Market) 
that reduces the gap between industry and academia. The School also offers M. Com 
program facilitating various specializations combined with project and internship. 
Further the School has research programs leading to Ph. D. and undertakes funded 
projects and consultancy activities  

School of Management Studies 

The School of Management Studies offers Master of Business Administration (MBA), 
Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA - Industry Integrated), BBA (Hons.), BBA 
(Entrepreneurship in association with EDII) and BBA (Retail Management) programs 
which have been crafted with utmost care in collaboration with academicians and 
professionals. The curriculum facilitates students’ involvement with skills, abilities 
and knowledge that enable them to take up positions of higher responsibilities in the 
corporate world. The School has many International collaborations with reputed 
Universities, that permeates a global outlook in the demeanor of management 
students. The School is also engaged in research leading to Ph. D. and undertakes 
funded projects.

Faculty of Architecture

Faculty of Law 

Faculty of Commerce & Management Studies





 

School of Computer Science and Applications 
The School offers BCA, B. Sc in Research, MCA and MS in Computer Science, consid-
ering job opportunities in various sectors. These programs have been designed to 
provide knowledge and varied skills about the applications of computers and 
computer programming in different fields of practical importance including those of 
writing codes and computer algorithms to deal with various physical systems. The 
School also facilitates research leading to Ph. D. in Computer Sciences and Computer 
Application disciplines. The School has collaboration with University of Alabama, 
Huntsville, USA and offers joint programs.  

School of Applied Sciences
The School of Applied Sciences offers Under Graduate and Post Graduate programs 
which are incredibly fascinating and practice oriented. It aims to attract talented 
youth and train them to acquire knowledge and skills useful to industrial sectors, 
research laboratories, and educational institutions. The School presently offers B.Sc. 
(Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science), B.Sc. (Physics, Mathematics and 
Chemistry), B.Sc. (Mathematics, Statistics and Physics), B.Sc. (Physic, Mathematics 
and Computer Science), B.Sc. (Mathematics, Computer Science and Economics), B. Sc. 
(Biotechnology, Biochemistry and Genetics), B. Sc. (Biotechnology, Biochemistry and 
Microbiology), B. Sc. (Biotechnology, Chemistry and Microbiology), B.Sc. (Biology, 
Computer Science and Mathematics), B.Sc. (Medical Laboratory Technology), M.Sc. in 
Mathematics, M.Sc. in Physics, M.Sc. in Chemistry, M.Sc. in Bio-Chemistry, M.Sc. in 
Bio-Technology and PG Diploma on Functional Genomics and Bioinformatics, PG 
Diploma in Clinical Research Management in Association with Clini India. The 
School also facilitates research leading to Ph.D. in Physical, Chemical and Biological 
disciplines. 

School of Arts and Humanities 
The School of Arts & Humanities offers B. A. in Journalism, English and Psychology, 
B. A. in Political Science, Economics and Journalism, M. A. in English and M. A. in 
Journalism and Communication programs that prepare students who are aware of 
and can interact with contemporary thought and research in their respective special-
izations and utilize such in their professional lives. The learners will also be equipped 
with foundation of subjects and variety of skills required to compete in the global job 
market. The School is also engaged in research leading to Ph. D. in Humanities 
disciplines.

School of Performing Arts 
The School of Performing Arts offers courses like B. A. in Performing Arts (Dance, 
Music. Theatre), English and Psychology, Certificate Program in Kuchipudi, Bharatan-
atyam, Mohiniyattam , Kathak, Carnatic Music, Hindustani Music, Odissi & Diploma 
in Kuchipudi, Bharatanatyam, Mohiniyattam, Kathak, Carnatic Music, Hindustani 
Music, Odissi & Theatre Arts. MPA in Bharatanatyam, Kuchipudi, Mohiniattam along 
with Ph. D. programs. The Syllabus is world class and is benchmarked. Performing 
Arts school is concentrating on collaborating with Universities abroad for short term 
and semester exchange programs and also introduce Indian Performing Arts to the 
foreign students. Internationally acclaimed artists visit the campus often as visiting 
faculty members and guest Faculty members to interact with the students. The 
Performing Wing at School of Performing Arts have performing opportunities all over 
the country and abroad. The seminars, workshops, guest classes enhance them to 
face the world of Arts that is an amalgamation of a spectrum of experiences and 
choices. Career Opportunities for students can be Professional Dancers/Musi-
cians/Actors, Scholars, Event Managers, Choreographers, Teachers and more.

Faculty of Science and Technology

Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Performing Arts



REVA Academy for Corporate Excellence (RACE) 
RACE is created with a vision to develop Visionary Enterprise Leaders for corporate through progressive and integrated learning capabili-
ties. It offers a range of specialized techno-functional and interdisciplinary programs designed to suit the needs of working professionals. 
The pedagogy of each program revolves around social and experiential training, learner empowerment and building transformative 
proficiencies in every participant. 

After comprehensive research and consultations with key stakeholders from the industry, each program is planned, designed and 
delivered by renowned corporate leaders and trainers. The career enhancing programs offered by RACE combines latest tools, technologies 
and skillsets which are in synch with the futuristic demands of the industry. 

The key highlights of the programs are its blended learning management system with 24/7 online LMS support, certifications from REVA 
University and several industry partners including IBM, DSCI NASSCOM and Security Innovation, hands-on training on over 30 analytical 
and cybersecurity tools, capstone projects with real-time datasets and lateral placement assistance. 

PGDM/MBA in Business Analytics – In association with IBM 

 * 1 Year PGDM and 2 Year MBA with weekend contact classes 
 * Analytics India ranked business analytics program 
 * 4 specialized domains – Supply Chain, Marketing, Social  
  Media and Financial Analytics 
 * Six global certifications, including IBM Skills Academy  
  Mastery Award badges 
 * Hands-on training on over 15 tools, including Python & R 

PG Diploma/MS/MTech in Cybersecurity – Powered by AforeCy-
bersec | In Association with IBM 

 * 1 Year PG Diploma and 2 Year MS/MTech with weekend  
  contact classes 
 * India’s first simulation integrated cybersecurity program 
 * Certifications from IBM, DSCI NASSCOM and Security   
  Innovation 
 * Cyber Range simulated cyber warfare training 
 * Live Security Operations Centre (SOC)

Diploma and Short-term certification courses for working 
professionals:
 * Diploma in HR Analytics, in Association with Jig Saw   
  Academy 
 * Diploma in Supply Chain Analytics 
 * Certificate Program in Artificial Intelligence 
 * Certificate Program in Vulnerability Assessment & 
  Penetration Testing (VAPT) 
 * Certificate Program in Security Operation Centre (SOC) 
 * Certificate program in Cybersecurity for Banking 
  Professionals

Eligibility Criteria 
 PGDM/MBA in Business Analytics 
  * Minimum 50% in UG Program 
  * Minimum 4 Years of Work Experience 
 PG Diploma/MS/MTech in Cybersecurity 
  * Minimum 50% in UG Program 
  * Minimum 2 Years of Work Experience in IT Domain 

Currently RACE offers following postgraduate, diploma and short-term programs for working professionals: 



The University Industry Interaction Centre (UIIC) is one of the strategic centres, committed to work as a catalyst for promoting collabo-
ration amongst academicians, scientists and industrialists to achieve competitiveness in developing the technical manpower for socio 
economic development under the present scenario of global competition and challenges.

 • REVA Skills Development Academy
  The Skills Development Academy is a progressively viable, self-sustaining institution, dedicated to the advancement of   
  aptitude, skills and knowledge among students & faculty members.

 • Innovation & Entrepreneurship Development Centre (IEDC)
  Innovation & Entrepreneurship Development Centre (IEDC) is functioning in the University with the intention of nurturing  
  Innovation & Entrepreneurship skills among the students. IEDC is associated with EDII Ahmedabad. Students showcase their  
  innovative ideas participate in national and International events.

 • Intellectual Property Rights Cell
  IPR Cell at REVA is working with a mission to create awareness and provide guidance to academic and non-academic staff,  
  students, scholars and outside agencies on the practices and the rules of institute regarding intellectual property rights and  
  obligations within the framework of the IPR policy of the University.

University - Industry Interaction and Skill Development Centre 
Staying Relevant

Industry Collaborations 
 VMware 
 Intel 
 SalesForce 
 Dell-EMC 
 Assocham India 
 Oracle 
 NEN 
 AMZ Automotive (formerly called Elite Techno Groups) 
 Imperial Society of Innovative Engg 
 TCS 
 IBhubs 
 IBM, Dexterous Lab, ISRO, NAL, BHEL 

Modes of Engagements 
 Training and Internship 
 Research Projects 
 Incubation Center 
 Work on cutting-edge technology 
 Open Innovation 
 Knowledge Transfer 
 Develop Skills appropriate for Job / Entrepreneur 
 Consultation Work 
 Product Commercialization 
 Incubation Centre 
 Start-ups 
 Mentoring 

Research in REVA University is a culture and to promote this, the University offers Ph.D. programs in various disciplines such as 
Engineering, Technology, Applied Sciences, Arts & Humanities, Commerce & Management, Performing Arts, Legal Studies and Archi-
tecture. The University provides seed funds to establish research centers and to carry out research. All Schools engage in cutting edge 
research and have undertaken funded projects. Dedicated and qualified faculty members guide candidates to pursue research. Strict 
regulations complying with UGC are in place to ensure quality. The IPR (Intellectual Property Right) Cell, Incubation Centre, research 
circles mentored by senior members and supportive management make REVA a conducive place for research.

Research and Innovation at REVA
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RAY Foundation- REVA NEST 

RAY (REVA Aspiring Youth) Foundation also known as REVA NEST, aims to build the entrepreneurial eco system by empowering and 
nurturing student start-ups and incubating innovative technology based start-ups at REVA University campus.

The University faculty members and industry mentors associated with REVA NEST advice incubate companies on Technology Product 
Development, Patenting, Commercialization, Marketing, Business Set up and Operations, and Human Resource Sourcing and Develop-
ment. 

REVA NEST is recognized by MSME, supported by Government of Karnataka (KCTU), Department of Science and Technology. REVA 
NEST has access to the University’s State-of-the-Art Centre of Excellence in the sector of Electronics and Communication, Design & 
Manufacturing, Construction and Bio-technology. It supports entrepreneurship by translating innovative technology ideas into 
successful ventures offering products, processes and services that greatly benefit the society at large.

Internal Quality Division 

In its pursuit to offer quality education, REVA University has established a dedicated Internal Quality division. The division conceives, 
plans and implements quality measures in all programs offered by REVA University. It develops quality benchmarks / parameters for 
various academic and administrative activities, facilitates the creation of a learner-centric environment conducive to quality educa-
tion and faculty maturation to adopt required knowledge and technology for participatory teaching and learning process. The division 
helps in preparing documents related to Course Design, Course Planning, Course Delivery, Course Monitoring, Course Evaluation and 
Course Quality Enhancement based on the Program Outcomes and Course Outcomes. The division also trains all the Faculty members 
in effective implementation of all the quality practices. 

The division arranges feedback from students, parents and other stakeholders on quality-related institutional processes, disseminates 
information on various quality parameters of higher education, organizes inter and intra institutional workshops, seminars on quality 
related themes and promotion of quality circles. Further, the division prepares and maintains documentation of the various programs 
/ activities leading to quality improvement, develops and maintains institutional database through MIS for the purpose of maintaining 
/ enhancing the institutional quality. It harnesses every opportunity to develop quality culture in the University and acts as a nodal 
agency of the University for Coordinating quality-related Activities, including adoption and dissemination of best practices. This 
division also prepares the University for various National and International Rankings and for accreditations

REVA University offers a plethora of dynamic and engaging academic linkages with various international Universities across the 
globe. Our aim is to promote and develop integration of professional and academic education with top Universities that we partner 
with. The objective of the International Centre at REVA is to provide the best programs in collaboration with top-league International 
Universities so as to ensure students get the right cultural environment and learning at these Universities. The goal is to make knowl-
edge accessible to students while pursuing their Under Graduate or Post Graduate Programs at REVA from a transnational community 
of academia under the expertise of international faculty and industry personnel. REVA invites students from all around the globe and 
also invites students at REVA to enroll in the various opportunities provided to study abroad.

Exclusive offering at REVA

REVA on the Globe

1.  RWTH Aachen University (We will be using the LOGO)
2. IQS School of Management – Universitat Ramon LLull 
3. University of California 
4. Florida International University
5. Management Development Institute of Singapore
6. Universal College of Learning, New Zealand 
7. ETSAB, Barcelona
8. NEXUS 
9. Arkansas State University 
10. The University of Alabama 
11. University of Central Oklahoma 
12. Oklahoma State University
13. Georgian College of Applied Arts and Technology 
14. Lakehead University 
15. Michigan Technological University 

Our Global Academic Partners:
16. Institut Transportasidan Logistik Trisakti 
17. Universitas Borobudur
18. Institut Sainsdan Teknologi Pradipta 
19. Universitas Dirgantara Marsekal Suryadarma 
20. Universitas Darma Persada 
21. Universitas Budi Luhur
22. Universitas Yarsi
23. Universitas Mercu Buana
24. STIE Pariwisata International
25. Sekolah Tinggi Ilmu Ekonomi Indonesia
26. PUTRA Business School
27. University of South Australia
28. University of Salford, Manchester 
29. University of Strathclyde
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and many more...

Career Counselling, Training and Placements 
A future to look forward to.

REVA University has an all-inclusive placement program that engages students with pre placement training early on. Commencing in 
the first semester, the program progresses along with mainstream studies. This facilitates learning for ‘industry readiness’ provided by 
the University‘s Training and Placement Centre.  The Centre has an exclusive in-house Soft skills training program for students, 
imparted by experts in the field. This course at REVA helps students develop competencies and capabilities. The course involves devel-
oping interpersonal, communication, team building and leadership skills, for greater productivity and performance and above all 
'employability’. The Soft Skills training sessions covers everything that will enable a student to stand out in a crowd of career builders. 
It is designed to help them gain personal insight and practical skills to develop and implement a mental framework for a good and 
professional approach to their career. 



• The Hindu recognized REVA as “The Doyen”, Guardians of Knowledge.

• Economic Times foresaw its potential and named it as a “Promising Upcoming Private University in the Country”.

• AITMC acknowledged it as the “Emerging Best University in Placement in South Region”.

• REVA University’s Grand Staircase featured in Bentley’s 2017 Year Book as an “Engineering Marvel”.

• 6th Place in Prestigious Swacchh Campus Ranking Award 2018 by MHRD under Higher Educational Institutions Category

• Most Promising University by Global India Education Forum, 2018

• Leadership Award in Higher Education at ASSOCHAM

• 3rd Rank under, “The Most Promising B- Schools” category in GHRDC-CSR B-SCHOOL ALL INDIA/ NATIONAL SURVEY 2018.

Achievements of REVA
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Features of REVA

•   Rich Library Resources

•   Interdisciplinary Laboratories

•   Incubation Centre

•   Media Centre

•   Business Lab

•   Open Air Theatre

•   Exclusive School Library

Resources
A diverse learning environment

•   Contemporary Curriculum

•   Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) & Continuous

    Assessment and Grading Pattern (CAGP)

•   Education Scholarship for deserving students

•   Highly Accomplished Faculty Members

•   Levitating Research Culture

Academic Excellence
An Inspiring Experience

•   Pre - Placement Training & Excellent Placement Record

•   Mentoring and Counselling

•   Industry University Interface

•   International Collaborations

•   Internal Quality Assurance

•   Skill Enhancement Programs  

•   Enriching Internships and Projects

•   Corporate Linkages

•   Global Alumni Network

Student Support & Development
Preparing for the World

•   Digitization

•   LEED Certified Eco- Friendly Campus

•   Well Furnished Halls of Residence

•   Uninterrupted Power Supply

•   Multiple Sports Arenas

•   Eco Friendly Environment

•   Diversified Student Community

•   Anti- Ragging Committee

•   Social Outreach Programs

•   24 Hour Security (Digital/Personnel)

Campus
Culture and Infrastructure



Students Speak
“REVA is home to many diverse identities and cultures. We live amidst the most palpable academic energy and are constantly surround-
ed by the buzz of activity. Away from the chaotic city, REVA has breathed life back into the fading memory of Bengaluru and how it used 
to be; green, welcoming, beatific and culturally panoramic. Be it the mouthwatering delicacies in campus or the great sports arenas, 
every amenity is a hop away. The best part though is the sense of belonging we feel here as students, creating knowledge societies and 
making lasting relationships with teachers and peers“

Library and Information Centre
The Central Library is located in the heart of the campus and is housed in an independent building with a carpet area of 3,316 Sq. mtrs. 
The air conditioned library has 800 seating capacity. It possesses huge collection of books & journals both in print and e-form. The library 
is kept open from 8.00am to 12.00 midnight and it provides a mix of learning environments to meet different student needs. The library 
has gone digital with various options, making access and reading easy and convenient. Online access to a vast range of information, 
including 3,000+ electronic journal titles and huge number of e-books are available to all our students, researchers and faculty members. 
Student experience an exciting experience of accessing IEL online database of IEEE that contains 1.7 million full text searchable journal 
articles, conference papers and IEEE standards. One can also access business source elite collection of 1800+ e-journals and magazines 
through EBSCO database. Not just that, through NPTEL's E-Vidya Media Streaming System students can view videos of all programs/ 
courses brought out by the NPTEL. 
The University has also incorporated RFID (Radio Frequency Identification Devices), for better security and safety in campus.

ICT Resource
University staff are continuously developing innovative ways of using technol-
ogy to support teaching and learning through our virtual learning environment, 
including e-portfolios, podcasts, streaming media and online discussion groups 
and quizzes. In our physical classrooms and laboratories, a number of smart 
classrooms offer enhanced technology, such as, interactive whiteboards and 
classroom response systems to improve the overall learning experience of 
students and staff. 
REVA has well planned systematically furnished classrooms with digital facili-
ties and learning. The classrooms are designed to facilitate the students with 
congenial atmosphere to study. The laboratories are well equipped with modern 
gadgets and necessary equipment’s for practicing purpose. REVA also uses 
Learning Management System (LMS) to facilitate efficient learning.

FORMING A COMMUNITY
THE REVA WAY OF LIFE

- Juveria Roman Khan
School of ECE



Auditorium and Seminar Halls 
REVA believes that the students apart from their in-depth subject knowledge, need to upkeep themselves with a variety of skills coupled 
with team spirit and leadership qualities. Therefore, it promotes varied kinds of activities apart from class room lectures and lab practice. 
REVA has adequate number of auditorium and seminar halls to facilitate such curricular and co-curricular activities.

Counselling Centre
REVA has a Counselling Centre, with trained and experienced Counsellors that are present for student grievances and support. The Coun-
selling Centre was built to answer students’ special learning counselling needs and providing them with an unbiased environment.

Media Centre
To facilitate a rich learning experience that includes hands on simulated education, REVA has its own Media Centre with an in built 
recording studio and live broadcasting podium.



Green Park
At the heart of the campus is the Green Park with variety of trees and bushes, and lush green lawn that attracts any nature lovers. Amidst 
the beauty of nature, one can quietly refer to books, meet friends, discuss in groups or simply relax. The Green Park keeps the campus cool 
and fills it with fresh and clean air. 

Open Air Theatre 
Built at the Green Park, the open air theater always brings a variety of cultural programs by different groups of students representing 
different states /countries making the evenings more colorful and fascinating. 

Studios
REVA has many studios and galleries to showcase students’ interaction with study material and enhance their skills and interests. REVA 
Beats is an exclusive music room, to hone students’ diverse talent in music, with a mix of contemporary and classical set up, and a sound 
proof venue.  The Architecture Studio- Gallery, situated in the School of Architecture has students’ works, exhibiting their contact with 
different elements and the resulting artwork. Apart from this there are Laboratories in each school, like, science, technology and 
language.



University Brand Store: Pride Forever
Another pride of REVA University campus is its Brand Store located opposite the playground and next to hostels. It contains variety of 
REVA branded articles, apparels, University hoodies, gift articles, and a wide range of stationeries. It would be a privilege for all the 
students, staff, alumni and the visitors to possess and use these REVA branded items. There is also bound to be something in the store that 
will make a fitting gift for proud friends, parents and others. 

Sports and Fitness
Taking part in sports at the University is a great way to keep fit, make friends and unwind after academic work. REVA has outdoor and 
indoor sports facilities including Gymnasium, Badminton, Table Tennis, Volley ball, Basketball, Football and Cricket stadium. The 
multi-gym station helps students to do exercise of their interest and keep them fit and healthy.



Transportation
REVA operates a fleet of buses to and from all parts of Bengaluru city for the benefit of students, staff and faculty members. Public trans-
port facility run by the Bengaluru Metropolitan Transport Corporation (BMTC) is also available near the Campus. 

Food Court
The huge Food Court with comfortable sitting facility is located along with the brand store. The Food Court offers a variety of brands to 
cater to every one's needs from Café Coffee Day, mouthwatering chats, to North Indian, South Indian, Chinese Dishes, Ice Cream, Juices 
and beverages.

Student Housing
REVA Student Housing is a home away from home. REVA has Housing for boys and girls on the campus providing accommodation Facili-
ty. The Housing blocks are aesthetically built and are situated amidst lush greenery. The University also has a Guest house to Facilitate 
parents and guests to stay when they come to visit their wards.



AN ATTEMPT AT GIVING BACK

Social Outreach
Students and faculty are actively involved in social work, such as, organizing 
medical camps, blood donation camps, camps in rural areas where in they join 
in rural reconstruction programs, such as construction / repair of roads, water 
tanks, and sanitation rooms, education of masses, creating awareness about 
health, hygiene, and other important social issues. REVA also closely works 
with Rotary Club. Students and faculty represent the University as volunteers in 
their social initiative and altruistic causes.

National Service Scheme (NSS)
NSS is involved in causes related to youth and volunteers organize and participate in awareness camps, blood donation camps and health 
related initiatives. REVA University NSS Unit endeavors to spread the word of safety and positivity.

National Cadet Corps (NCC)
NCC provides a suitable environment to motivate the youth to take up a career in the armed forces, to develop character, comradeship, 
discipline, hardships, and secular outlook, Spirit of Adventure, and ideals of Selfless service amongst the youth of the Country. To consoli-
date this ethos further, NCC at REVA undertakes many social and awareness centric activities and initiatives. REVA University NCC wing 
has been awarded for their distinguished Service. NCC functions under the Defence Minister of India at the National level and under the 
Education Ministry in State.

Building a Humane Planet

Annual Programs
Every year, each School in campus presents Kaladarshan, a series of cultural performances that are presented with a thematic thread that 
speaks of the School’s ethos. This event is a platform for students to work closely with faculty members and display their latent talents. 
Another important Annual tradition is REVAMP- a cultural Fest organized every year that provides great opportunity to all students to 
exhibit their skills, talent and hobbies. 

ERP
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) System is a customized software accessible to REVA students and parents, enabling student centric 
services, teaching and learning in the classroom or online, automated admissions and feedback, faculty management and record organi-
zation system.

Students' Clubs
The University has a variety of clubs to engage and transform students with diverse skill sets. The clubs include: Literary Club, Science 
Clubs, Sports Club, Robotics, Eco Club, Quiz Club, Dance and Drama Club and a host of Other Clubs. Students are encouraged to participate 
in co-curricular activities, such as, literary, cultural and sports activities, intercollegiate, inter-University competitions. REVA has its 
in-house fortnightly Magazine, REVA Insight, in circulation that is a detailed panorama of news, activities, special features and insights 
into the University’s life and educational landscape.



“global standards”
An Infrastructure 

that matches



Program
Mode of

Study DurationSchool

a) Civil Engineering
b) Electrical & Electronics Engineering
c) Computer Science Engineering
d) Computer Science & Information
     Technology Engineering
e) Electronics & Communication Engineering
f) Mechanical Engineering
g) Electronics and Computer Engineering
h) Electrical and Computer Engineering

           
8 

Semesters
(4 Years)

           

Full Time
(Regular)

Full Time
(Lateral)
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Eligibility Criteria

Programs Offered

i) Pass in PUC /10+2 examination with Physics 
and Mathematics as compulsory subjects along 
with one of the Chemistry / Biotechnology / 
Biology / Computer Science / Electronics / 
Technical Vocational subjects and obtained at 
least 45% marks (40% in case of candidate 
belonging to SC/ST category) in the above 
subjects taken together, of any Board 
recognized by the respective State Governments 
/ Central Government / Union Territories or any 
other qualification recognized as equivalent 
there to.

(ii) Good score in REVA University Engineering 
Entrance Test (REVA EET) /(JEE (Main) / JEE 
(Advanced) / Karnataka CET / COMED-K or any 
other equivalent examination conducted by 
recognized institute / agency.(for lateral entry 
and for more details log on to University 
website www.reva.edu.in)

1) Passed Diploma examination from an  AICTE 
approved institution with atleast 45% marks 
(40% in case of candidate belonging to SC / ST 
category in appropriate branch of Engineering / 
Technology.    or

2) Passed B. Sc. Degree from a recognized 
University as defined by UGC, with at least 45% 
marks (40% in case of candidates belonging to 
SC/ST category) and passed XII standard with 
mathematics as a subject, 

3) Provided that in case of students belonging to 
B Sc Stream, shall clear the subjects of 
Engineering Graphics / Engineering Drawing 
and Engineering Mechanics of the first year 
Engineering program along with the second 
year subjects.

a) Civil Engineering
b) Computer Science & Engineering
c) Electrical and Electronics Engineering
d) Electronics and Communication Engineering
e) Mechanical Engineering

6 
Semesters
(3 Years)
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Digital Communication and Networking

VLSI and Embedded Systems

a) Computer Aided Structural Engineering  
b) Transportation Engineering and Management 
c) Construction Technology and Management
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a) Power Electronics 
b) Power and Energy System

Full Time
(Regular)

Full Time
(Regular)

2
Semesters

 (1 year)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

Part Time
(Regular)

6
Semesters
 (3 years)
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Plumbing & Irrigation System
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Pass in 10TH STD/ PUC [10+2] of any Semesters 
recognized Board / Council or any other (1 year) 
qualification recognized as equivalent there to.

Data Engineering and Cloud Computing

Computer Science and Engineering

Full Time
(Regular)

Full Time
(Regular)

Part Time
(Regular)

4
Semesters

 (1 year)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

6
Semesters
 (3 years)

B E /  B. Tech. in ECE / CSE / ISE /TE / MCA / M 
Sc in Computer Science or Mathematics or 
Information Science or Information Technology 
with a minimum of 50% (45% in case of SC/ST] 
marks in aggregate of any recognized University 
/ Institution or AMIE or any other qualification 
recognized as equivalent there to.

B E /  B. Tech. in ECE / IT / EEE / CSE / ISE / TE / 
MCA / M.Sc. in Computer Science or Mathemat-
ics or Information Science or Information 
Technology with a minimum of 50% [45% in case 
of SC/ST) marks in aggregate of any recognized 
University / Institution or AMIE or any other 
qualification recognized as equivalent there to.

BE/ B. Tech. in EE/ EEE/ ECE/ C5E/ M5 / M.Sc. in 
Mathematics/Physics/Electronics / Information 
Technology or Information Science with a 
minimum of 50% (45% in case of SC/ST) marks 
in aggregate of any recognized University / 
Institution or AMIE or any other qualification 
recognized as equivalent there to.

B E / B. Tech. in ECE /TE / EEE / CSE / ISE / 
Instrumentation Technology / Medical 
Electronics/M Sc in Electronics with a 
minimum of 50% (45% in case of SC/ST] marks in 
aggregate of any recognized University/Institu-
tion or AMIE or any other qualification 
recognized as equivalent there to.

B E/ B. Tech. in ECE /TE / EEE / CSE / ISE / 
Instrumentation Technology/ Medical 
Electronics/M Sc in Electronics with a 
minimum of 50% (45% in case of SC/ST) marks 
in aggregate of any recognized University/Insti-
tution or AMIE or any other qualification 
recognized as equivalent there to. 

B E/ B. Tech. in Civil Engineering with a 
minimum of 50% (45% in case of SC/ST) marks 
in aggregate of any recognized University / 
Institution or AMIE or any other qualification 
recognized as equivalent there to. 

B E / B. Tech. in Mechanical/Aeronautical / 
Automobile / Industrial Production Engineering 
with a minimum of 50% (45% in case of 
candidate belonging to SC/ST category) marks 
in aggregate, of any recognized University / 
Institution or AMIE or any other qualification 
recognized as equivalent there to.
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Bachelor of Architecture

a) Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Law (Honours) 
b) Bachelor of Business Administration,
     Bachelor of Law (Honours) 

Full Time
 (Regular)Master of Law in Business and Corporate Law  

Bachelor of Commerce (Industry Integrated)

Bachelor of Commerce (Honours)
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Master of Commerce
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Bachelor of Business Administration
(Industry Integrated)

Bachelor of Business Administration (Honours)
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Full Time
(Regular)

10
Semesters
 (5 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

10
Semesters
 (5 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

2
Semesters

 (1 year)

Full Time
(Regular)

6
Semesters
 (3 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

6
Semesters
 (3 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

6
Semesters
 (3 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

6
Semesters
 (3 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

6
Semesters
 (3 years)

Pass in PUC/10+2 / Pre-University Course or 
equivalent with minimum 50% in PCM scores 
and Overall marks in aggregate. OR
10+3 Diploma (Architecture, Civil, and Interior 
design] or equivalent recognized by the 
Central/State Governments with minimum 50% 
aggregate marks.OR
International Baccalaureate Diploma, after 10 
years of schooling with not less than 50% of 
marks in aggregate and with Mathematics as 
compulsory subject of examination.
Student should have passed the National 
Aptitude Test in Architecture [NATA] conducted 
by Council of Architecture.
JEE part 2 is considered equivalent to NATA.

Pass in PUC or Senior Secondary School course 
('+2') or equivalent (such as 11+1, 'A' level in 
Senior School Leaving certificate course) from a 
recognized University of India or outside or from 
a Senior Secondary Board or equivalent, 
constituted or recognized by the Union or by a 
State Government securing in the aggregate, 
marks not less than 45% (40% in case of SC/ST, 
42% incase of OBC) of the total marks. 
Note: 1) Candidates who have obtained 10 + 2 or 
graduation / Post graduation through Open 
universities system directly without having any 
basic qualification for prosecuting such studies 
are not eligible For admission in the law courses 
B.A., LL. B. (Hons.), B.B.A., LL. B. (Hons.) 
candidates having possessed job oriented course 
and diploma course are not eligible to seek 
admission to Law courses. Admission is date on 
CLAT/ LSAT/REVACLAT.

3 years/ 5 Year Degree in Law from recognized 
university / Institution with minimum 50% 
(45% incase of SC/ST) Admission is based on 
CLAT / LSAT/REVA CLAT. 

Pass in PUC/10+2 with minimum 50% marks of 
any recognized board / Council or any other 
qualification recognized as equivalent there to.

Pass in PUC/10+2 with minimum 60% marks of 
any recognized board / Council or any other 
qualification recognized as equivalent there to.

Pass in PUC /10+2 with an aggregate of 75% of 
any recognized Board / Council or any other 
qualification recognized as equivalent there to. 

B.Com. /BBM /BBA /BBS with 45% (40% in 4 case 
of candidates belonging to SC/ST) of Semesters 
marks in aggregate of any recognized (2 Years) 
University / Institution or any other qualification 
recognized as equivalent there to.

Pass in PUC/10+2 with minimum 50% marks of 
any recognized board / Council or any other 
qualification recognized as equivalent there to.

Pass in PUC /10+2 with an aggregate of 75% of 
any recognized Board / Council or any other 
qualification recognized as equivalent there to.

Bachelor of Commerce (Capital Market)

                                                                                                                               



Bachelor of Computer Applications
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Computer Science 
(with specialization in Cloud Computing & Big Data)
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Master of Computer Applications

Lateral Entry
Master of Computer Applications

M
CA

Computer Science 
(in association with University of Alabama,
Huntsville, USA)

M
 S

Master of Business Administration
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Bachelor of Business Administration
(Entrepreneurship)

Bachelor of Business Administration
(Retail Management) 
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Full Time
(Regular)

6
Semesters
 (3 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

6
Semesters
 (3 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

6
Semesters
 (3 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

6
Semesters
 (3 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

8
Semesters
 (4 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

i) Bachelors degree of three years in any stream 
or B E / B. Tech. with 50% (45% in case of 
candidates belonging to SC/ST) of marks in 
aggregate from any recognized University / 
Institution or any other qualification recognized 
as equivalent there to. 
ii) Good score in REVA University Management 
Aptitude Test [REVA MAT) or CAT / MAT / 
C-MAT or any other equivalent examination 
conducted by recognized Institute / Agency. 

Pass in PUC/10+2 with minimum 60% marks of 
any recognized board / Council or any other 
qualification recognized as equivalent there to.

Pass in PUC /10+2 with an aggregate of 75% of 
any recognized Board / Council or any other 
qualification recognized as equivalent there to.

Bachelors Degree of three years with Mathemat-
ics / Statistics / Computer Science Programming 
/ Computer Application / Business Mathemat-
ics/Business Statistics as one of the major/op-
tional subjects with minimum of 50% (45% in 
case of SC/ST] marks in aggregate From any 
recognized University/Institution or any other 
qualification recognized as equivalent there to. 

Candidates who have completed Bachelors 
Degree of minimum three years duration with at 
least 50% (45% in case of ST/ST category) of 
marks in BCA or B.Sc. ( IT / Computer Science) 
with Mathematics as a subject at 10+2 level or at 
graduate level are directly admitted to the 3rd 
semester (2nd year) of the 6th semester MCA 
program.

Pass in PUC /10+2 examination with Physics 
and Mathematics as compulsory subjects along 
with at least one of the Chemistry / Biotechnolo-
gy / Biology / Computer Science / Electronics / 
Technical Vocational subjects and obtained 
minimum 45% marks (40% in case of candidate 
belonging to SC/ST category) in the above 
subjects taken together of any Board recognized 
by the respective State Government / Central 
Government / Union Territories or any other 
qualification recognized as equivalent there to. 

B E / B. Tech. in ECE / IT / EEE / CSE / ISE / TE / 
BCA / M.Sc. or B.Sc. in Computer Science / 
Mathematics / Information Science / Informa-
tion Technology with a minimum of 50% (45% in 
case of SC/ST) marks in aggregate of any 
recognized University / Institution or AMIE or 
any other qualification recognized as equivalent 
there to. 

Pass in PUC/10+2 with at least 45% marks (40% 
in case of candidate belonging to SC/ST 
category) of any recognized Board/Council of 
any other qualification recognized as equivalent 
there to. 



Chemistry

Biochemistry

Biotechnology
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a) Journalism, English & Psychology (JEP)
b) Political Science, Economics, Journalism (PEJ)
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Mathematics

Physics
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a) Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics (PCM)

b) Mathematics, Statistics and Computer science (MStCs)

c) Physics, Mathematics and Statistics (PMSt).

d) Physics, Mathematics and Computer science (PMCs)

e) Mathematics, Computer science and Economics (MCsE)

a) Bioinformatics – Biology, Computer Science &
     Mathematics  (BCsM)

b) Biotechnology, Biochemistry, Genetics 
c) Biotechnology, Chemistry, Microbiology
d) Biotechnology, Biochemistry, Microbiology
e) Medical Laboratory Technology (BMLT)

Full Time
(Regular)

6
Semesters
 (3 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

6
Semesters
 (3 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

6
Semesters
 (3 years)

Pass in PUC/10+2 with Mathematics as 
compulsory subjects and at least 45% marks 
(40% in case of candidate belonging to SC/ST 
category) of any recognized Board/Council or 
any other qualification recognized as equivalent 
there to. 

Pass in PUC/10+2 with Biology as compulsory 
subject and at least 45% marks (40% in case of 
candidate belonging to SC/ST category) of any 
recognised Board/Council or any other 
qualification recognised as equivalent there to. 

Bachelors Degree of 3 years with Mathemat-
ics/Computer Science as one of the major / 
optional Subjects with 45% (40% in case of SC / 
ST) of marks in aggregate from any recognized 
University / Institution or any other qualification 
recognized as equivalent there to. 

Three years Bachelors Degree in Science with 
Physics as one of the major / optional Subjects 
with 45% (40% in case of SC / ST) of marks in 
aggregate from any recognized University / 
Institution or any other qualification recognized 
as equivalent there to. 

Bachelors Degree of 3 years with Chemistry as 
one of the major / optional Subjects with 45% 
(40% in case of SC / ST) of marks in aggregate 
from any recognized University / Institution or 
any other qualification recognized as equivalent 
there to.

Bachelors Degree of 3 years with Chemistry / 
Biochemistry as one of the major / optional 
Subjects with 45% (40% in case of SC / ST) of 
marks in aggregate From any recognized 
University/ Institution or any other qualification 
recognized as equivalent there to. 

B.Sc. graduates with any Life Science subject 
securing at least 45% (40% in case of candidates 
belonging to SC/ST) marks in aggregate of all 
optional subjects from any recognized Universi-
ty/Institute or any other qualification recognized 
as equivalent there to are eligible. 

Pass in PUC /10+2 of any recognized Board / 
Semesters Council or any other qualification 
recognized (3 Years) as equivalent there to. 

1) Bachelors Degree of 3 years duration in Arts 
with English as a major / optional subject with a 
minimum 45% (40% in case of candidates 
belonging to SC/ST) of marks in aggregate from 
any recognized University/ Institution; 
OR
 ii) Any Degree of 3 years duration with 
minimum 50% (45% in case of candidates 
belonging to SC/ST) of marks in English 
language or English minor from any recognized 
University or Institution or any other qualifica-
tion recognized as equivalent there to. 



Note: 

In Addition to the above programs REVA University designs and offers tailor made courses / programs leading to certificate, PG Diploma, Degree and PG Degree in

collaboration with industries based on their requirements.  The University also undertakes research projects relevant to industrial requirements.

Full Time
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Kuchipudi  / Bharatanatyam / Mohiniyattam

Kuchipudi  / Bharatanatyam / Mohiniyattam

Performing Arts, English & Psychology

Master of Performing Arts in 
Kuchipudi/ Bharathanatyam / Kathak/ Odissi/
Carnatic Vocal/Hindustani Vocal/Theatre Arts

Civil Engineering 
Computer Science & Engineering 
Electrical & Electronics Engineering 
Electronics & Communication Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Management Studies 
Commerce 
Biochemistry 
Biotechnology 
Chemistry 
Library & Information Science 
Mathematics 
Physics 
Kannada 
English 
Hindi 
Education 

Full Time /
Part Time
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Full Time

M
A Journalism & Communication
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Full Time
(Regular)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

4
Semesters
 (2 years)

6
Semesters
 (3 years)

Full Time
(Regular)

Full Time
(Regular)

1
Semester

 (6 Months)

2
Semesters

 (1 year)

Bachelors degree of three years in any stream or 
B E/ B. Tech. with 50% (45% in case of candidates 
belonging to SC/ST) of marks in aggregate from 
any recognized University / institution or any 
other qualification recognized as equivalent 
there to. 

10th or SSLC or any equivalent exam conducted 
by other state/ Board. 

Pass in PUC /10+2 of any recognized Board / 
Council or any other qualification recognized as 
equivalent there to. 

A graduate in any degree from a recognized 
University along with any Govt conducted 
Examination certificate in Karnataka (or an 
equivalent body from other states) A minimum 
of 5 years of learning experience From a reputed 
dance institution or guru/ An under graduate in 
Dance

Full Time

Eligibility:- The candidate shall have masters 
degree of any recognized university in any of the 
performing Arts/ institution equivalent there to 
with a minimum of 55% (50% in case of 
candidate belonging to SC/ST Category ) marks 
or equivalent cumulative grade point Average 
(CGPA) or an equivalent grade Admission to Ph. 
D through the REVA University Ph. D Entrance 
Test (REVA PET) interview and counselling. 

(i) The candidates shall have Master's Degree of 
any University / Institution or any other degree / 
diploma recognized as equivalent thereto with a 
minimum of 55% (50% in case of candidates 
belonging to SC/ST category) marks or 
equivalent Cumulative Grade Point Average 
(CGPA) or an equivalent grade. 

(ii) Admission to Ph. D through the REVA 
University Ph. D Entrance Test (REVA PET), 
interview and counselling. 
(iii) UGC - JRF / UGC-CSIR JRF, UGC-NET, SET / 
SLET, GATE and M Phil qualified candidates are 
exempted from entrance test. However, 
interview-cum-counselling is applicable. 

Pre- University/ Higher secondary/10+2 
examination or equivalent in any discipline 
From Recognized board or council or candidates 
successfully completed certificate programme 
from our University. 

Performing Arts



35000+
Alumni Network Students Mix on Campus

15000 +

Students Reside on Campus
4000 +

Highly Qualified Faculty Members
800 +

Recruiting Partners
250 +

Acres of Lush Green Campus
45 +

Nationality of Students
24 +

State-of-the-art Infrastructure

PARENT’S SPEAK

Active Academic Atmosphere
The reason for shortlisting and admitting my son in REVA 
University is the wholesome academic atmosphere built and 
sustained inside the campus. Focused management, choice 
of programs, highly qualified faculty, research scholars, large 
centralized library, skill development centre and the 
peaceful campus makes REVA University a top educational 
hub within Bengaluru.

Mr. Ashwani Kumar Datt
Parent of Yuvraj Shaurya Singh
B.Tech. in Computer Science
2018 Admission 

International Collaboration
Thanks to the collaboration that REVA University has with 
several leading global institutions.  It would  help my ward 
gain academic knowledge and professional acumen on par 
with international students.

Mr. L. B. Byresh Bilichodu
Parent of Parashuram
Bachelor in Computer Application
2018 Admission 

Alumni Student
REVA University has provided a great platform for 
transforming an Engineering graduate into an Engineer. The 
University placement training has helped me during the 
Campus Place Drive and today I'm part of the Capgemini 
professional family. During my association with REVA 
University, it has nurtured me to become a better person 
with great career.

Vinay Kumar K V
Placed: Capgemini
School of C & IT

Alumni Student
While on my quest to find the right path to superior knowl-
edge and a hub which also teaches the practicalities of life, I 
found REVA University. The extremely efficient academic 
structure, the infusion of life’s wisdom from highly experi-
enced individuals and growing up with like minded 
individuals are my biggest takeaway from the life at REVA 
University.

Chandana N
Placed: DHL
School of Civil Engineering

STUDENT’S SPEAK

Numbers of REVA



Admission to any Under Graduate, Post Graduate, Post Graduate Diploma and Ph D program of 
REVA University is strictly based on merit. REVA University conducts a series of entrance 
examinations which include: 

• Engineering - REVA EET (REVA University Engineering Entrance Test) 
• LAW - REVA CLAT (REVA University Common Law Aptitude Test) 
• Management - REVA MAT (REVA University Management Aptitude Test) 
• Doctoral Program - REVA PET (REVA University Ph. D. Entrance Test)  

However, for some of the programs such as B Tech, M Tech & MBA the candidates ranked in 
the CET, PGCET, COMED-K, GATE, CAT, MAT & other Entrance Examinations conducted by the 
Govt. of Karnataka or other recognized agencies are also considered. The eligibility criteria for 
each of the program are also available in the University website: www.reva.edu.in. Prospec-
tive students seeking admission for B. Arch Program should have NATA eligibility.
 
How to Apply 
• Applications are available online at www.reva.edu.in 
• The Application Form and Prospectus For all programs are also available at the Admission 
Office, REVA University. 

Every year REVA University awards several scholarships, prizes and medals to encourage and 
support meritorious and talented students, deserving financially weaker students and achiev-
ers in academics and co- curricular activities as per the norms of the University. Students are 
aptly recognized with awards and scholarships for merit in qualifying board exams, social 
service bravery and sports. There are special scholarships for differently abled students.

Admissions

Scholarships and Awards



Bengaluru, India

Follow us on

reva-universityREVAUniversity REVAUniversity RevaUniversity

www.reva.edu.in

Admission Office: REVA University, Rukmini Knowledge Park, Kattigenahalli, 
Yelahanka, Bengaluru - 560064. FAX:  +91 80 2847 8539

Ph: +91 80 6622 6622 / +91 95388 74444/45 | E-mail: admissions@reva.edu.in


